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Abstract
This lesson sought to engage students in data interpretation and to encourage critical thinking about neurophysiology in the context of temperature sensation. A family of receptors called Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) channels are activated in response to specific temperatures. Upon activation, TRP channels can trigger sensory neurons to signal the perception of temperature. In this lesson, that we have tested with nearly 1000 students in 12 class sections over four years, students worked in groups of three to identify a “mystery” TRP channel by interpreting five different sets of data.

In this activity, we used an approach that we call Sequential Interpretation of Data in an Envelope (SIDE), where students sequentially analyze primary source-like data that are on folded pieces of paper in an envelope. Students analyzed data and hypothesized which TRP channel(s) might be their mystery TRP channel. Students then analyzed four additional sets of data from different experiments and revised their hypotheses about their mystery TRP channel after each experiment.

There are four different mystery TRP channels so different groups of three students each analyzed different data and came to different conclusions. This lesson gave students the opportunity to analyze data from multiple experiments. We assessed learning through an in-class worksheet, which students completed as they interpreted each data set and a post-class homework assignment, which students completed online.
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Learning Goal(s)
- Students will further their understanding of the physiology of TRP channels.
- Students will understand information flow in the context of temperature sensation/neuronal signaling.
- Students will understand how structure impacts function in the context of ligand and temperature specificity and ion channel function.
- Students will value the need for replication in science and have a better understanding of the nature of science.

Learning Objective(s)
- Students will be able to analyze data from multiple experimental methodologies to determine the identity of their “mystery” TRP channel.
- Students will be able to interpret the results of individual experiments and from multiple experiments simultaneously to identify their “mystery” TRP channel.
- Students will be able to evaluate the advantages and limitations of experimental methodologies presented in this lesson.
INTRODUCTION

The national report Vision and Change calls for students to be able to apply the process of science (1). Students need to be able to analyze and interpret data in order to derive working hypotheses about scientific phenomena. They also need to understand how to interpret results from multiple experiments to refine and revise their hypotheses. Simultaneously, students need to understand the limitations of their ability to form conclusions from a single experiment and how there is a need to replicate experiments. While we often think of lab-based courses and course-based undergraduate research experiences as the places for students to be able to engage in the process of science and understand the nature of science (2 - 4), there is evidence that we can bring these practices into our lecture-based courses to increase the exposure of students to the skills of thinking like a scientist (5,6). However, to facilitate the implementation of these practices in a large-enrollment, lecture-based course, we may need to be able to do this in a low-cost way with no specialized equipment.

Building on these ideas, we have designed an approach to allow students, in the context of a large-enrollment biology lecture course, to interpret primary source-like data from multiple experiments and to collectively interpret those data to come to a working hypothesis. We call this approach Sequential Interpretation of Data in an Envelope (SIDE). In this approach, groups of students are given an envelope with multiple experiments inside on folded pieces of paper. When given the cue by the instructor, students open the envelope then analyze and interpret the results from the first experiment on the respective piece of paper. Only when the instructor gives the next cue do the students move on to analyze and interpret the results of the next experiment on the corresponding piece of paper. As they interpret each set of data, they refine and revise their hypotheses so that their ultimate hypothesis is built on multiple sets of data from different experiments. Students complete a worksheet simultaneously to help scaffold the activity and ensure that they are generating hypotheses at each step.

This SIDE activity was developed and tested with almost 1000 students in groups of three in 12 different sections over 4 years. Students are guided through the analysis of data from in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo research methodologies that measure activation of Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) channels and temperature sensation. In this activity, students work in groups of three to come to a hypothesis about the most likely identity of a mystery TRP channel. Using known information about TRP channel stimulation and physiology, students sequentially analyze and interpret primary source-like data using electrophysiology, calcium imaging, and behavioral assays to narrow down the identity of their mystery TRP channel.

This SIDE approach promotes analytical thinking by giving students the opportunity to engage in the process of science in the lecture classroom. We argue that this approach could be used for other topics in undergraduate biology courses.

Intended Audience

This activity was developed for upper-division life sciences majors, but the SIDE method could be used for non-majors or lower-division courses with different content. The course is a large-enrollment, upper-division Animal Physiology course at a large research university.

Required Learning Time

This activity is designed for a 60-minute lesson, but can be modified for a 50-minute class by removing the last 10 minutes of class discussion. There are 5-10 minutes of introduction to the activity; 5-10 minutes of group analysis of each data set, with 2 minutes of class discussion (five data sets); and a 10-minute discussion at the end.

Pre-requisite Student Knowledge

Students need to understand the basic principles of receptors, ion channels, and action potentials. Specifically, they need to understand that TRP channels are non-specific cation channels on sensory neurons that allow calcium ions to flow into the neuron causing depolarization in the sensory neuron, which could lead to an action potential in that sensory neuron. Students should also recognize that TRP channels respond to specific temperatures and chemical agonists, and ultimately signal temperature sensation to the brain, which could lead to behavioral responses.

Pre-requisite Teacher Knowledge

Instructors need to have a clear understanding of basic neurobiology, TRP channel signaling, and the nature of science, specifically, how only tentative hypotheses can be derived from a single experiment. An instructor should also be familiar with the specifics of the experimental approaches used, namely electrophysiology, in vitro cell culture, transgenic animals, chemical agonists and antagonists, and calcium imaging. Teaching assistants (TAs) and undergraduate learning assistants (LAs) were introduced to the complete lesson by the instructor during TA meeting a week before the lesson was taught to students. The TAs and LAs were instructed to guide students through the activity by asking questions about the data in envelopes to scaffold students’ thinking. They were explicitly told not to provide students with the correct answers. The TAs and LAs were also given all the material for the lesson a week beforehand to ensure that they were familiar enough with the content and activity.

SCIENTIFIC TEACHING THEMES

Active learning

Students use the SIDE approach to analyze data and identify a mystery TRP channel. Students work in small groups of three to analyze and interpret data to better understand TRP channel function. The group size of three is useful because it provides three opinions on the analysis of complex data, but it is not so large that students do not get to participate in the activity.

We have developed different sets of envelopes for four mystery TRP channels so different student groups analyze different data (See Supporting File S1: Using a SIDE approach - Data set). This can promote student ownership over “their” mystery TRP channel.

Students actively construct their knowledge in small groups, and groups do not report out to the whole class. This approach maximizes the amount of time students actively engage with the data in their groups.
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Assessment
A pre-class assignment on TRP channels: students read a review article (7) about TRP channels and answer questions about the article before coming to class (Supporting File S2: Using a SIDE approach - Pre-class assignment key).

An in-class worksheet: students answer questions about each data set and provide a detailed justification for which channels can be excluded from or included in their working hypothesis about which TRP channel they have (Supporting File S3: Using a SIDE approach - In-class worksheet key).

A post-class homework assignment on TRP channels: students answer an exam-like question about concepts that were emphasized in the TRP channel SIDE activity, and a question about how TRP channel signaling is an example of the core concept of information flow (Supporting File S4: Using a SIDE approach - Post-class homework assignment key).

Inclusive teaching
Having students work in small groups encourages more involvement with the material and creates a collaborative learning environment. To ensure that each student in the group has a chance to engage with the activity and handle the pieces of paper, we recommend that instructors limit groups to three students each.

Each student has their own worksheet so they are able to write down their own ideas.

The end-of-class discussion highlights the need for diversity in science, emphasizing how more diverse scientists minimize the potential for bias in scientific reasoning (8). The importance of repeating experiments is also emphasized.

Materials Required
- Envelopes (number of students in your class divided by three is the number of envelopes you need)
- Scissors or paper cutter
- Access to a colored printer

Instructor Preparation
Take the number of students in your class and divide by three. This is the total number of envelopes that you will create. If the total number of students is not evenly divisible by three, then we would suggest creating two groups of two students (if one student remains) or a single group of two students (if two students remain). There are four different mystery TRP channels, so you will divide the number of groups by four to determine how many sets of data you need to prepare for each mystery TRP channel. Print that number of data sets (Supporting File S1: Using a SIDE approach - Data set) for each mystery TRP channel on separate pieces of one-sided paper and cut out each individual experiment. Each piece of paper should be folded and labeled with the corresponding experiment number on the outside. Each envelope should have five pieces of folded paper, each labeled on the outside of the fold with the appropriate experiment number. Label the outside of the envelope with the mystery channel number (Figure 2). Do not seal the envelope.

LESSON PLAN
The lesson plan includes the course context, materials required, instructor preparation, instructor instructions, student instructions, student assessment, descriptions of experimental techniques, a description of the data sets for each mystery TRP channel, and a timeline - which outlines pre-class, during class, and post class instructor preparation (Table 1).

Course Context
This lesson was taught in a discussion/recitation section for an upper-division Animal Physiology class of ~300 students. Discussion/recitation sections are three medium sized classes (~90 students) that meet in a scale-up classroom with tables of six students. During the activity, the instructor, one or two graduate TAs and one or two undergraduate LAs were circulating around the room, guiding individual groups and answering questions.

Immediately before the class, set out the envelopes. We carried out this SIDE activity in an active learning classroom with tables of six students, so we put two envelopes in the center of the table. We made sure that the envelopes were of different mystery TRP channels so students at the same table worked with different data. Placing the envelopes before class saves time, but you could also pass out the envelopes to students during class if you do not have the opportunity to put out the envelopes before class.
Instructors need to print out worksheets for each student in the class. Although students will be working in groups, we have our students complete individual worksheets to promote accountability and student learning.

**Instructor Instructions**

1. Use a PowerPoint presentation to guide the class discussion and SIDE activity (Supporting File S8: Using a SIDE approach - Lecture). Begin the lesson by reviewing the steps of TRP channel signaling. This is meant to be a brief review since the students should have already been exposed to the basics of TRP channel signaling in previous course periods.

2. Present the following scenario to students: “You are research scientists attempting to identify a TRP channel. Your worksheet has a list of known TRP channels and characteristics of each TRP channel. Your task is to analyze data to identify which channel you have. Each group will be exploring a different channel.” Inform students that they will be working in groups of three and that their mystery TRP channel data are in an envelope. You will need to tell students explicitly to not open the envelope at this point and that when they do open the envelope, to only unfold the first experiment. Students are often eager to look at all of the data at once, so this instruction about the sequential interpretation of data is critical. Ask students not to write on the pieces of paper so that the data papers can be re-used with a different section or class.

3. To help students begin thinking about what experiments could be done to determine a specific TRP channel, ask them to brainstorm in their groups what experiments could be used to measure the activation of TRP channels. Allow students ~2 minutes to brainstorm experiment ideas with their partners and walk around the classroom to hear students’ ideas during this discussion time. After, you should not specifically debrief any of these experiments, but perhaps mention that you heard a lot of really good ideas.

4. You will then present the experimental methodology for experiment #1, which is electrophysiology using primary sensory neurons isolated from an organism. The figures presented in this exercise were generated based, in part, on primary source data. Describe the experimental approach of measuring membrane potential changes and some of the advantages and disadvantages of this approach. You could say “sensory neurons that primarily express your TRP channel were isolated from an organism. The advantage of this type of experiment is that you are working with sensory neurons, making it more authentic because that is the cell type that expresses TRP channels in organisms. However, as you analyze your results, keep in mind that other ion channels may also be expressed in these neurons. The isolated sensory neurons were incubated at specific temperatures and probes were inserted into the membrane to measure membrane potential. Please now open experiment #1 in your envelopes and evaluate the results.” Allow approximately 5-10 minutes for students to analyze the data and answer question #1 on the worksheet. Debrief this experiment by saying “I heard a lot of good thinking and a lot of you were able to eliminate some TRP channels, but we need to do more experiments to be able to continue to narrow down which TRP channel might be your mystery TRP channel. Further analysis will allow us to be more confident in our conclusions because these sensory neurons could be expressing other channels that are causing the effects.”

5. Then guide students into experiment #2 by asking the following question: “Now that we have seen how an isolated sensory neuron primarily expressing your channel responds at specific temperatures, how can we take a reductionist approach to be more confident that your channel is responsible for eliciting that response?” Present the experimental methodology for using a cell line that only expresses that mystery TRP channel to determine activation of TRP channels using calcium imaging. Because TRP channels are non-specific cation channels, their activation can be measured by using an intracellular calcium indicator. Specifically, you can say: “A non-neuronal cell line that does not ordinarily express TRP channels has been transfected with your mystery TRP channel gene. These cells were then injected with a calcium indicator and incubated at specific temperatures. The method of calcium imaging allows for the detection of intracellular calcium. The calcium indicator binds to intracellular calcium and fluoresces. Thus, if your channel opens and calcium influxes, cells will fluoresce. Please now open experiment #2 and evaluate the results.” Allow 5-10 minutes for students to analyze this experiment and answer question #2 on the worksheet. Debrief this experiment by asking the rhetorical questions: “How does experiment #2 compare to experiment #1? Does the more reductionist approach support your hypothesis from experiment #1?”

6. You will then transition students to experiment #3 by asking the following question: “So far, we’ve been evaluating the effects of temperature and chemicals on your TRP channel in isolated cells, but whole organisms experience temperature sensation. How can we evaluate the effects of TRP channel signaling in a whole organism?” You can introduce students to the research methodology of experiment #3 by saying: “Transgenic knock-out mice were generated by deleting your mystery TRP channel gene, thus your channel is not expressed anywhere in the mouse. This can help us see if your mystery TRP channel is essential for sensation of a specific temperature. These mice are placed on plates that are held at a specific temperature and behavioral responses are observed in comparison to a wild-type mouse that has your functional mystery TRP channel. Please now open experiment #3 and evaluate the results.” Allow 5-10 minutes for students to analyze and answer question 3 on the worksheet. Debrief by saying that these experiments should be building on each other, but we want to continue to probe this system to increase our confidence in our interpretation of the data.

7. Highlight that there are established chemical antagonists that are specific for TRP channels that can block signaling and briefly describe the definition of a chemical antagonist. Direct students to the table on their worksheet that outlines the known TRP antagonists. Remind students of the methodology of calcium imaging and inform students that experiment #4 is replicating calcium imaging in the transfected cells, but with the addition of specific chemical antagonists. Allow 5-10 minutes for students to analyze and answer question #4 on the worksheet. Note: many of these chemical antagonists are meant to be distractors for students to help them understand how to evaluate data using chemical antagonists. Some of the antagonists chosen for this experiment produce null findings because using other chemical antagonists would direct
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Students to only one TRP channel prematurely.

8. You can then rhetorically ask the students if they are able to conclusively identify their TRP channel. At this point, all groups should still have two possible TRP channels that their mystery TRP channel could be. Ask the students what could be done next. Allow 2 minutes for students to answer question #5 on the worksheet.

9. Many of the students should have come up with the idea of using chemical agonists so you should introduce students to experiments #5-7, which are repeated methods of experiments #1-3, but now in the presence of chemical agonists. Allow 5-10 minutes for students to analyze and answer questions #6 and #7 on the worksheet. At this point, comparing all of the data from the experiments, students should have identified their mystery TRP channel.

10. Poll the class for the identity of each mystery channel using choral responses where all of the students in the class simultaneously say the answer. You should ask students who had Mystery TRP channel #1 what they think it is and should subsequently ask about Mystery TRP channel #2, #3, and #4. The identity of each Mystery TRP channel is listed on slide 27 (in Supporting File S8: Using a SIDE approach - Lecture) and additional information about each channel is outlined in the Description of the Data Sets for Each Mystery TRP Channel section. The students are often excited about these conclusions and very confident. You should ask students if they are 100% certain of their conclusions based on these sets of experiments. Highlight that although different experimental approaches were used, the students only analyzed one set of data for each experiment. Experiments need to be repeated in science to be more confident of one's findings.

11. As a whole class, introduce students to new TRPA1 data that conflicts with the TRPA1 data that some students analyzed. Ask students to draw conclusions from these conflicting data. Allow 3 minutes for students to answer question #8 on the worksheet.

12. As a class, debrief question #8 on the worksheet by highlighting how two different research groups came to different findings. Based on only these two results, one can’t conclude anything because they are contradictory. This implies that more experiments need to be done to determine the role of TRPA1 in temperature sensation. Describe that what is known to be “fact” is often changing based on new and emerging data until so much evidence has accumulated that it is unlikely to change. Highlight that every researcher has their own background, experiences, values, and interests that may influence how they tackle scientific problems and thus, science is often subjective. However, when we have a diverse group of scientists working together to solve a problem, science becomes more objective, which supports the argument for why we need diverse scientists from different backgrounds (8). Further, you can highlight the need to replicate research findings and discuss how the TRP channel community is still exploring how TRPA1 relates to temperature sensation.

13. Conclude the class with a discussion/overview of the core concepts of information flow and structure function in the context of TRP channel signaling.

14. Ask students to fold their pieces of paper back up and put them back into their envelopes. Students should leave the envelopes on the tables and turn in their individual worksheets on their way out of class.

**Student Instructions**

Most instructions are given to students verbally by the instructor and on the written worksheet. The instructions provided by the instructor to students are presented under Instructor Instructions.

**Student Assessment**

We evaluated student achievement of the learning objectives by grading each individual’s in-class worksheet (Supporting File S3: Using a SIDE approach - In-class worksheet key) and a post-class homework assignment (Supporting File S4: Using a SIDE approach - Post-class homework assignment key) that required students to apply their knowledge obtained from this lesson to the core concept of information flow. The instructors also circulate around the room when students are completing the activity to check in on student understanding in real-time. For example, if an instructor notices that students seemed to be confused about an experimental approach or if a student misconception is revealed, then the instructor can address the concern or misconception with the whole class in real-time.

**Descriptions of Experimental Techniques**

Data sets were generated for the purpose of the lesson based on known information about TRP channel signaling and based, in part, on primary source data. There are four different mystery TRP channels so neighboring groups are not working with the same channel (Supporting File S1: Using a SIDE approach - Data set).

**Experiment 1**: Ex vivo electrophysiology data from sensory neurons primarily expressing TRPA1, TRPV1, TRPM8, or TRPV1b while incubated at specific temperatures (we generated data based on figures from reference 9 and known information about TRP channels).

**Experiment 2**: In vitro calcium imaging from HEK293 cells transfected with only TRPA1, TRPV1, TRPM8, or TRPV1b while incubated at specific temperatures (we generated data based on figures from reference 10 and known information about TRP channels).

**Experiment 3**: In vivo experiment with transgenic mice that have a deletion of the TRPA1, TRPV1, TRPM8, or TRPV1b gene. Mice are placed on surfaces set to the specified temperatures and behavior is recorded (we generated data based on known information about TRP channels).

**Experiment 4**: In vitro calcium imaging from HEK293 cells transfected with TRPA1, TRPV1, TRPM8, or TRPV1b and incubated at the specified temperature while applying TRP channel antagonists (we generated data based on figures from reference 10 and information in reference 11).

**Experiments 5-7**: Ex vivo electrophysiology, in vitro calcium
Using a Sequential Interpretation of Data in Envelopes (SIDE) approach to identify a mystery TRP channel imaging, and in vivo transgenic mice experiments with the chemical ligands: capsaicin, menthol, and allicin (we generated data based on figures from references 9 and 10, information in reference 11, and known information about TRP channels).

New data for whole class discussion:

- TRPA1 data showing contradictory results of the calcium imaging data students analyzed (we generated data based on reference 12)
- TRPA1 in rodents and humans in vitro demonstrating uncertainty regarding whether TRPA1 is cold sensitive (reference 13)
- TRPA1 and snake pit organs (reference 14)

**Description of the Data Sets for Each Mystery TRP Channel (Figure 3)**

Mystery TRP Channel #1 = TRPV1: moderate frequency of action potentials are seen at 35°C and the frequency of action potentials further increased at 50°C in primary sensory neurons; moderate calcium influx is seen at 35°C and further increased at 50°C in transfected HEK293 cells; transgenic knock-out mice experience a less aversive response to 50°C (but the response is not completely absent because other channels such as TRPV1b also respond to high temperatures); antagonist data demonstrate that out of the antagonists administered, only I-RTX prevents calcium influx at 35°C and 50°C in HEK293 cells; and transgenic knock-out mice show no response to capsaicin as TRPV1 is the only known channel responsive to capsaicin and a reduced response to allicin (as TRPA1 is also responsive to allicin).

Mystery TRP Channel #2 = TRPV1b: moderate frequency of action potentials are seen at 35°C and the frequency of action potentials further increased at 50°C in primary sensory neurons; moderate calcium influx is seen at 35°C and further increased at 50°C in transfected HEK293 cells; transgenic knock-out mice experience a less aversive response to 50°C (as TRPV1 also responds to high temperatures); antagonist data demonstrate that none of the antagonists administered prevent calcium influx at 35°C and 20°C; and transgenic knock-out mice show a reduced response to allicin (as TRPV1 is another channel responsive to allicin).

Mystery TRP Channel #3 = TRPA1: action potentials are seen at 10°C and at an increased rate at 20°C in primary sensory neurons; calcium influx is seen at 10°C and minimal influx is seen at 20°C in transfected HEK293 cells; transgenic knock-out mice experience a less aversive response at 10°C (as other channels such as TRPV3 also respond to cold temperatures); antagonist data demonstrate that none of the antagonists administered prevent calcium influx at 10°C and 20°C; and transgenic knock-out mice show a reduced response to capsaicin but no change compared to wild-type in response to any of the chemical agonists.

Mystery TRP Channel #4 = TRPM8: action potentials are seen at 10°C and at an increased rate at 20°C in primary sensory neurons; calcium influx is seen at 10°C and at an increased rate at 20°C in transfected HEK293 cells; transgenic knock-out mice show a reduced response to allicin.

**Figure 3. Example data set: Mystery TRP Channel #1 (TRPV1).** A. Experiment 1: shows that in sensory neurons primarily expressing mystery TRP channel #1, action potentials are recorded at 35°C and at an increased frequency 50°C. B. In HEK 293 cells transfected with TRPV1, calcium influx is observed at 35°C and a substantial influx at 50°C. C. Experiment 3 reveals that knock-out mystery TRP channel #1 mice have a less aversive response at 50°C than wild-type mice. D. Experiment 4 shows antagonist data demonstrate that only I-RTX prevents calcium influx at 35°C and 50°C in transfected HEK293 cells. E. Experiments 5-7 show calcium influx, and neuronal firing to capsaicin and allicin. In the transgenic knock-out mice, there is an absence of response to capsaicin, and a reduced response to allicin. From the cumulative data, students can conclude their mystery channel is TRPV1.
knock-out mice experience no changes compared to wild-type mice at each temperature (as 20°C does not elicit an aversive response); antagonist data demonstrate that none of the antagonists administered prevent calcium influx at 10°C and 20°C; and transgenic knock-out mice show a less aversive response to menthol (as TRPV3 is another channel responsive to menthol).

TEACHING DISCUSSION

In this activity, we used what we are calling the Sequential Interpretation of Data in Envelopes (SIDE) as a way to engage students in the process of science. Students were able to analyze multiple sets of data and collectively interpret them. The process of having students compare and contrast data from different experiments makes it a more complex task that better mimics the process of research (15).

Students appear to be highly engaged with this task, treating it like a puzzle to solve. The complexity of the data does not allow for much time for students to get off-task if the instructor is attentive to when the majority of students have completed the worksheet question. Students are often frustrated by the contradictory TRPA1 data because they struggle with not being able to come to a conclusion about a dataset. However, the instructor can alleviate student concerns by acknowledging that frustration and highlighting how messy data is an inherent component of scientific research.

Instructors, graduate TAs, and undergraduate LAs circulated the room to ensure that students were on task, to probe into student understanding, and be available for student questions. The number of instructors allowed us to nudge groups of students to think more critically about the data and the limitations of experiments. A common issue was that students were too confident in their conclusions and did not acknowledge that for some experiments there could be more than one explanation for the data. Often the instructor identified common issues that students were having and debriefed these issues with the class as a whole. Thus, in-class formative assessment was used to gauge student progress towards the learning goals. Students appeared to enjoy being challenged and many students expressed benefitting from the “real-world” application of scientific discovery to understand temperature sensation/neuronal signaling. Students demonstrated improvement in their critical thinking skills using data interpretation and problem-solving skills to include or eliminate channels after each experimental analysis.

We had the benefit of having between four and five instructors for 90 students and we acknowledge that other instructors may not have the same level of instructional support team. We think that this activity would still be possible to do with only one or two instructors circulating around the room, but it would be more challenging to assess student progress and clarify student misunderstandings.

The data chosen were tailored to the needs of our class; however, different data sets that are more or less challenging could also be used. For example, we added the chemical antagonist experiments to increase the challenge of the activity when it seemed like it was too easy for some students. We conducted this activity in a scale-up classroom with large tables for six students each. While this setup was helpful for students to display the pieces of paper, we think that this activity could be implemented in a lecture hall. However, there may be greater numbers of logistical challenges, namely passing out the envelopes and students potentially losing pieces of paper.

This SIDE activity promoted analytical thinking by giving students the opportunity to engage in the process of science in the lecture classroom by analyzing data in a low-cost way. We encourage other instructors to consider this approach, even with different topics and data, if they want students to learn how to interpret complex datasets.

SUPPORTING MATERIALS

- S1. Using a SIDE approach - Data set with each set on separated slides for easy printing.
- S2. Using a SIDE approach - Pre-class assignment key to be given to students before class.
- S3. Using a SIDE approach - In-class worksheet key for students to complete during the mystery TRP channel activity.
- S4. Using a SIDE approach - Post-class homework assignment key containing questions students completed online after class.
- S5. Using a SIDE approach - Figure 1: Students participating in the SIDE activity.
- S6. Using a SIDE approach - Table 1: Lesson Plan Outline describing before, during, and after class preparation.
- S7. Using a SIDE approach - Figure 2: Envelope set up for mystery TRP channel #1.
- S8. Using a SIDE approach - Lecture file with notes for this SIDE activity.
- S9. Using a SIDE approach - Figure 3: Data experiments for mystery TRP channel #1 - A figure showing an example of the compiled data sets.
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Table 1. Lesson Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimated Time</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print and cut data sets</td>
<td>Prepare data sets for student analysis. Data sets are printed and cut out to be on separate pieces of paper to be opened one at a time by each student group and labeled as “Experiment 1,” “Experiment 2” etc.</td>
<td>~1 - 2 hours depending on the number needed</td>
<td>Data set is provided in Supporting Material S1. Using a large paper cutter to cut multiple sheets at once saves time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compile data sets into envelopes</td>
<td>Put data sets in envelopes (one envelope/group) labeled with “Mystery Channel #1,” “Mystery Channel #2” etc.</td>
<td>~20 minutes depending on the number needed</td>
<td>Each envelope should have 5 folded pieces of paper: Experiment #1, Experiment #2, Experiment #3, Experiment #4, and Experiments # 5 – 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare pre-class module</td>
<td>Prepare pre-class learning module to introduce students to TRP channels, their function, and stimulus specificity. This could take the form of a reading assignment, a lecture file, or an instructor generated video.</td>
<td>~1 hour depending on the desired level of student understanding prior to class and the modality of content delivery</td>
<td>For this class, we had prepared a 15-minute video of the instructor describing TRP channel signaling in addition to the pre-class reading assignment. However, the pre-class reading assignment only could suffice if students have been exposed to channel receptor signaling. Pre-Class Assignment is found in Supporting Material S2. Pre-Class Reading assignment is reference 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Review TRP channel signaling and introduce students to the task of thinking like a research scientist to identify their mystery TRP channel. Ask students to brainstorm experimental methodologies that could be used to identify their mystery TRP channel.</td>
<td>~5- 10 minutes</td>
<td>Lecture slides with notes are found in Supporting Material S3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student analysis</td>
<td>Students work in groups of 2 -3 to sequentially analyze each data set and generate hypotheses. Students fill out worksheet as they progress.</td>
<td>~5 - 10 minutes for each set (x5)</td>
<td>In-Class Worksheet is found in Supporting Material S2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debrief discussions</td>
<td>Discuss as a class the limitations and advantages of the experimental design of each method.</td>
<td>~2 - 3 minutes for each set (x5)</td>
<td>See “Instructor Instructions” for a suggested script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of class discussion</td>
<td>Discuss new data on TRPA1 that conflicts with the TRPA1 data that some student analyzed. Discuss the importance of repeating experiments in science. Conclude with the need for diversity in science and a discussion of the core concepts of information flow and structure function</td>
<td>~10 minutes</td>
<td>See “Instructor Instructions” for a suggested script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework</td>
<td>Students are asked to apply their knowledge of TRP channel signaling to the core concept of information flow on a post-class homework assignment</td>
<td>~5 minutes</td>
<td>Post-Class Homework assignment is found in Supporting Material S4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>